A Look Inside
Hey! There’s a BugaLoo
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What else do they wear?
You’ll find them out mostly at night
when they wear funny hats
—it’s out-of-sight!
They wear feathered ones and spotted ones,

Do they have a home?

You see, a BugaLoo is sort of a bug,

Not in a museum, park or zoo,

Home Sweet Home

they live in a BugaLoo CastleHoo.

Sweet CastleHoo!

With chimneys, windows, doors and such,

but not quite.

I thought you knew!

sometimes a nice tweed will do
or perhaps a sombrero or a top hat too!

Hey, Professor Wordworth,
what is a BugaLoo?

you’ll find them quite luxurious.

To get it right

Not to make a hullabaloo,
but a BugaLoo is not a kangaroo,
not a peekaboo or a cockatoo.

it has two big round eyes,
that see day and night.
A big round body,
that comes in all colors—what a sight!
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Today's Lesson:

What is a
BugaLoo?

I’m not scary!

Do they have children?
Oh yes, and BugaLoos love their children very much.
Every night they tuck into bed their little BugaBoos

Can they talk?

with lots of tickles, and hugs, and kisses, and such.

They speak their own language

They sound scary!

BugaLeeze
for
Beginnerz

called BugaLeeze.
It sounds like something between

No, no not scary at all.

a sneeze and a wheeze.

Definitely not very tall.

However it’s mostly “zzzz” that you hear

They have many legs—six in all.

when a BugaLoo whispers in your ear.

Then read them a story before they turn out the light
and say “Snug as a BugaBoo in a RugaLoo
—and Goodnight!”

And they are nicely proportioned
—overall.
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Goodnight,
Sweet BugaBoo Dreams
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See you later!

What do they like to do?

That’s a lot of legs!

BugaLoos’ favorite things to do
is to sing funny songs

Yes, that makes them remarkable creatures, you see.

And change a lightbulb up above...

All together, they can read a book by three...

while writing a letter to mom with love.

and to dance the BugaDoo.

Dear Mom,

And what is really, really neat,
they can tickle with their feet.
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But they have too many legs!
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Now you know what a BugaLoo is all about.
So, if you happen to see one don’t forget to shout,

That’s exactly why they are experts
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They can show you how to “Doo” it too!

He-He-He-He
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“Hey, there’s a BugaLoo!”

at the BugaDoo.
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What do they eat?

Yum!

Oh, BugaLoos are very picky.
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They eat all things icky.

Do they live in a city?

Shoes
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What is a
BugaLoo?
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BugaLoos live in a BugaLopolis.
It’s a place that’s smaller than a city
but bigger than a bus.

Especially if the food is green—
lime jelly, spinach, peas or beans.

That’s silly!
BugaLopolis
25 Miles

Well, and here’s another silly fact.
If you have ever been there

Spinach, yuck!

you would remember all the shoe stores.
They’re “fashion bugs” you see,
It’s not the spinach,

BugaLopolis or Bust

so they don’t find shopping to be a chore.

but the shade of green.
They eat everything green,
that they’ve ever seen.
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